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OPINION

Battery electric vehicle (BEV) development to 
welcome electricity-based vehicle era in indonesia
Background

Battery-powered Electric Vehicles 
(BEV) have become one of the priorities 
of President Joko Widodo’s leadership. 
Several strategic reasons make BEV 
plays an important role in the nation’s 
future such as low or zero emissions, 
decreasing pollution level, reducing 
Indonesia’s dependence on imported 
fuel while reducing subsidies, and 
finally, Indonesia’s long term goal to 
become the top producer and exporter 
of BEV.1 Moreover, according to 
the Ministry of Energy and Mineral 
Resources (MEMR), Indonesia has 
the largest nickel reserves in the world 
in 2019, and it is a crucial component 
in making lithium batteries.2 The 
Geological Agency of Indonesia in 
July 2020 also reports that Indonesia’s 
estimated nickel resources are 11,887 
million tonnes and reserves are more 
than 4,346 million tonnes.3

Since 2017, the Government 
of Indonesia (GoI) has been keen 
on developing BEV and related 
infrastructures. This is reflected in 
the General Plans of National Energy 
(Rencana Umum Energi Nasional/
RUEN)4 that sets out the target of 
Electric Vehicles (EV) in Indonesia 

by 2025. It comprises several vital 
commitments. They are to (i) develop 
EV or hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) 
in 2025 consisting of 2.200 units 
4-wheeled vehicles and 2.1 million 
units 2-wheeled vehicles, (ii) gradually 
develop infrastructure of General 
Electric Charging Stations (Stasiun 
Pengisian Listrik Umum/SPLU)5 for 
up to 1.000 units by 2025, and (iii) 
formulate regulations to accelerate the 
use of EV.6

There have been significant 
movements in Indonesia ‘s BEV 
market. Recently, big motor 
companies have made inroads in 
developing BEV in Indonesia. As a 
Japanese automotive giant, Toyota 
has invested $2 billion to develop ten 
types of EVs in Indonesia to achieve 
a critical global hub for EV exports 
in Southeast Asia.7 Another major 
player, Hyundai Motor from South 
Korea, has also committed $1.55 
billion in investment to manufacture 
EVs that soon start manufacturing in 
Indonesia.8 US-based Tesla has agreed 
to explore potential investment in EV 
and space launch station next month in 
Indonesia, as confirmed by the GoI.9

The GoI has also taken a multitude 

of approaches to respond to the 
stretching in the market, among others, 
to establish an acceleration team of EV 
battery development by State-Owned 
Enterprises (SOE). The SOE Ministry 
ordered SOEs to establish a holding 
company, namely Indonesian Battery 
Holding (IBH)10 . They will form a 
consortium with LG Energy Solution 
from South Korea to develop a battery 
factory with an estimated cost of 
approximately Rp130 trillion (approx. 
US$9,21 bn).11 In the infrastructure 
sector, per October 2020, Indonesia 
already had 62 electric stations 
consisting of General Electric Vehicle 
Charging Station (Stasiun Pengisian 
Kendaraan Listrik Umum/SPKLU) 
and Public Electric Vehicle Battery 
Replacement Station (Stasiun Penukaran 
Baterai Kendaraan Listrik Umum/
SPBKLU) owned by PT PLN (Persero) 
(PLN), Agency for the Assessment 
and Application of Technology (Badan 
Pengkajian dan Penerapan Teknologi/
BPPT), PT Pertamina (Persero), and 
other business entities.12 The GoI plans 
to have an estimation of 2.465 electric 
stations in 2025.13

In the transportation sector, the GoI 
also actively pushes motor producers 
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1	 https://bumn.go.id/media/news/damri-lakukan-retrofit-bus-listrik-untuk-transportasi-umum#:~:text=Terdapat%20beberapa%20alasan%20strategis%20yang, 
mengurangi%20subsidinya%2C%20dan%20yang%20terakhir.

2  https://www.esdm.go.id/id/media-center/arsip-berita/hilirisasi-nikel-ciptakan-nilai-tambah-dan-daya-tahan-ekonomi.
3  Ibid.
4  Presidential Regulation No. 22 of 2017 on General Plans of National Energy (Rencana Umum Energi Nasional/RUEN) (PR 22/2017).
5  Different term under RUEN and PR 55/2019.
6  Attachment 2 of PR 22/2017.
7	 https://jakartaglobe.id/business/elon-musk-to-look-into-potential-tesla-spacex-investments-in-indonesia.
8  Ibid.
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and operators to convert fuel-based 
vehicles to EVs. They invited Astra 
Prospect Motor to modify their official 
workshops to have electric-conversion 
support so their customers can convert 
their existing motorcycles to electric 
motorcycles.14 SOE's Djawatan 
Angkoetan Motor Repoeblik Indonesia 
(DAMRI), as one of the major bus 
operators in Indonesia, also introduced 
a retrofit program to electrify their 
existing buses. They target 20% of 
their buses will be electrified by 2025.15 
Several regional governments, including 
Bali, Jakarta, West Nusa Tenggara have 
envisioned the adoption of BEV by 
issuing regulations concerning BEV. 
From the private sector, it was also 
reported that Grab is ready to operate 
more than 5,000 EV in Indonesia.16

Key provisions on BEV development 
in Indonesia

In response to the aggressive 
market, President Joko Widodo issued 
Presidential Regulation No. 55 of 2019 
regarding Acceleration of the Battery-
Powered Electric Motor Vehicles 
for Road Transportation Program on 
12 August 2019 (PR 55/2019). PR 
55/2019 jumpstarted BEV development 
in Indonesia. Since then, a variety 
of minister regulations have been 
promulgated to support this acceleration 
program.

Most of the regulations can 
generally be divided into two topics: 
the BEV itself and BEV infrastructures. 
Regulations regarding BEV ranging 
from types of BEV industries, local 
content requirement, importation, 

domestic manufacturing requirements 
to testing, conversion of fuel-powered 
motorcycles to BEV, and environmental 
protection from the battery wastes. 
Meanwhile, BEV infrastructures are 
primarily regulated in PR 55/2019 
and Minister of Energy and Mineral 
Resources Regulation No. 13 of 2020 
(MEMR 13/2020).

The manufacture of BEVs
PR 55/2019 acknowledges two 

industries of BEV, which are industries 
for BEV itself and for BEV components. 
Both industries must be established 
based on Indonesian law and operate 
within Indonesia. They also must 
secure an industrial business license 
to assemble or produce BEV or BEV's 
main and supporting components.

9  Ibid.
10  The four SOEs, namely Mining Industry Indonesia, PT. Aneka Tambang Tbk, PT. Pertamina and PT. Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN).  

See: https://ekonomi.bisnis.com/read/20201209/44/1328773/ini-bocoran-pembagian-saham-4-bumn-di-indonesia-battery-holding.
11		 http://www.businesskorea.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=56587.
12 https://www.cnbcindonesia.com/news/20201005083624-4-191830/wah-ternyata-ri-punya-62-stasiun-charging-kendaraan-listrik.
13  Ibid.
14  https://www.cnnindonesia.com/teknologi/20200210140607-384-473259/pemerintah-ajak-apm-soal-konversi-motor-bensin-ke-listrik.
15		https://bumn.go.id/media/news/damri-lakukan-retrofit-bus-listrik-untuk-transportasi-umum.
16		https://voi.id/en/teknologi/18733/5000-grab-electric-vehicle-fleets-ready-to-operate-in-indonesia
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According to Ministry of Industry 
Regulation No. 28 of 2020 (MoI 
28/2020), BEV industries must carry 
out domestic manufacturing and 
to prioritize domestic production. 
Importation is only allowed when 
domestic production is not capable 
of producing BEV and BEV's 
components. Industries need to obtain 
an approval letter from Ministry 
of Industry (MoI) to import. There 
are also local content requirements 
for two and/or three-wheeled BEVs 
and four our more wheeled BEVs, 
which progressively increase over 
the course of at least 11 years (2019-
2030 and onwards).17 BEVs also have 
to meet technical requirements and 
roadworthiness.18

Further, the GoI provides an 
opportunity for fuel-powered 
motorcycles to convert to battery-
powered motorcycles. Conversion can 
only be done in a conversion certified 
workshop and said motorcycles must 
also meet technical requirements and 
roadworthiness after converting.19 Since 
battery waste from BEV has adverse 
effects on the environment, institutions, 
BEV industries, and/or BEV component 
industries must have BEV battery waste 
management permits if they want to 
recycle and/or manage BEV batteries.20

Infrastructures for charging the BEVs
The growth of the BEV demand 

cannot be left alone. It, indeed, must be 
supported with a good infrastructure. 
One of the most important 
infrastructures is the electricity charging 
infrastructure for BEVs. The GoI issued 

MEMR 13/2020 as a response to that 
urgency. Under MEMR13/2020, the 
electricity charging infrastructure for 
BEV comprises two, i.e., (a) recharging 
facility and (b) battery replacement 
facility. The recharging facility is the 
electrical energy charging facility for 
BEV, while the battery replacement 
facility is the place for replacing the 
battery of BEV.

The recharging activity can be 
carried out in (a) a private electrical 
installation and (b) SPKLU, while the 
battery replacing activity can be carried 
out in an SPBKLU.

IUPTL as the license to sell electricity 
for public

Charging facilities in the form 
of SPKLU are provided by SPKLU 
business entities (SPKLU Business 
Entity) for owners of BEVs. SPKLU 
Business Entity must be either (a) a 
holder of integrated Electric Power 
Supply Business License/Izin Usaha 
Penyediaan Tenaga Listrik terintegrasi 
(integrated IUPTL) or (b) a holder of 
Electric Power Supply Business License 
for sales/Izin Usaha Penyediaan Tenaga 
Listrik penjualan (IUPTL for sales), that 
owns a Business Area (Wilayah Usaha) 
to carry out electricity sales in SPKLU. 
A private electrical installation used for 
electricity charging does not require an 
IUPTL.

Basically, the whole Indonesian area 
is the Business Area of PLN, unless 
otherwise decided by the GoI. MEMR 
13/2020 expressly states that only those 
that have Business Area can carry out 
SPKLU business activities. It implies 

that at this moment only PLN can carry 
the business, or at least, a cooperation 
with PLN will be needed.

Private involvement in charging 
business through some business 
schemes

MEMR 13/2020 also provides 
other business options for private 
entities to participate by not being an 
IUPTL holder. The business scheme 
used in running the charging business 
for BEV can be in the form where (a) 
SPKLU Business Entity is the holder 
of integrated IUPTL (in this case, PLN) 
and where (b) SPKLU Business Entity 
is the holder of IUPTL for sales (in 
this case, PLN). We set out below the 
table showing each of the schemes. 
The blue highlighted column indicates 
the opportunity for private entities to 
participate.

Battery replacement business
Unlike charging facilities, the battery 

replacement facility is provided by the 
SPBKLU business entity (SPBKLU 
Business Entity) for BEV owners 
through battery leasing. SPBKLU 
Business Entity does not require IUPTL 
but must possess a business license in 
accordance with the provisions of laws 
and regulations The business scheme 
used in carrying out a battery lease for 
BEV can be as follows.

For the first time, the provision 
of electricity charging infrastructure 
for BEVs is carried out through the 
assignment of PT PLN. In carrying out 
the assignment, PT PLN as SPKLU 
Business Entity and SPBKLU Business 

17  See: Article 8 PR 55/2019 and Article 16-28 MoI 27/2020.
18  Article 29 PR 55/2019. For more detailed information regarding the technical requirements and road worthiness tests, see: MoT 44/2020.
19  Article 2, 4, and 8 Ministry of Transportation Regulation No. 65 of 2020 regarding Conversion of Fuel-Powered Motorcycles to Battery-Powered Motorcycles.
20  Article 32 PR 55/2019.
21  http://ilmate.kemenperin.go.id/berita-industri/informasi-industri/image/percepatan-program-battery-electric-vehicle-1.
22  Article 17 PR 55/2019.
23  Article 19 paragraph 1 PR 55/2019.
24  Article 20 paragraph 1 PR 55/2019.
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Entity must compile a roadmap for the 
provision of SPKLU and SPBKLU 
infrastructures by 7 February 2021.

Acceleration program for BEV 
development

Roadmaps, facilitations, and 
incentives are provided in order to 
accelerate BEV development. MoI has 
created a roadmap for the development 
of the national motor vehicle industries 
through MoI 27/2020, which lays out 
a timeframe for BEV and charging 
stations development. MEMR 13/2020 
also mandates PLN to develop a 
roadmap for SPKLU and SPBKLU, 
which is still in progress. The roadmap 
expects an investment of 4,2 billion IDR 
for SPKLU and 885 billion IDR for 
SPBKLU by 2025.21

Under MEMR 13/2020, private 

electrical installation owners, holders 
of IUPTL for sales, and an SPBKLU 
Business Entity applying for a new 
connection or change in electric power 
to the holders of integrated IUPTL 
will be granted with facilitation. The 
facilitation will be in the form of (a) 
connection fee and/or (b) electricity 
subscription guarantee. The holders 
of integrated IUPTL must exempt the 
minimum account payment obligation 
for the first 2 (two) years to (a) the 
owner of a private electricity installation 
used for the electricity charging of 
public transportation, (b) SPKLU 
Business Entity, or (c) SPBKLU 
Business Entity.

Further, PR 55/2019 authorizes 
central and local government to 
provide fiscal and non-fiscal incentives 
to industries, universities, research 

institutions, public transportation 
companies, and individuals who 
help advance BEV development in 
Indonesia.22 A variety of fiscal incentives 
may be given, such as incentives on 
import duties, luxury sales tax, SPKLU 
equipment manufacturing, financing 
support for SPKLU development, and 
many more.23 There are also several 
non-fiscal incentives such as exemption 
from restrictions of certain road usage.24

Particularly for BEV infrastructures, 
two teams were formed for the BEV 
acceleration program. A coordination 
team for the BEV acceleration program 
for road transportations was formed 
under PR 55/2019 and headed by 
Coordinating Ministry for Maritime 
and Investment Affairs.25 Its tasks 
are to coordinate, create action plans, 
mitigate challenges, and supervise 

25  Article 34 paragraph 1 PR 55/2019.
26  Article 34 paragraph 2 PR 55/2019.
27  State-Owned Enterprise Minister Decree No. SK-28/MBU/01/2020 regarding Establishment of Team for Acceleration of State-Owned Enterprises’ EV Battery Development.
28  Johannes Lauer and Ingo Liefner, State-Led Innovation at the City Level: Policy Measures to Promote New Energy Vehicles in Shenzhen, China, Geographical Review 

109(3) (July 2019), p. 446-449.
29  Article 12 paragraph 1 letter b MEMR 13/2020 requires SPKLU to have a special parking space.
30		PLN,	Roadmap	for	the	Development	of	Electric	Vehicle	Infrastructures	2020-2024,	September	2020,	https://gatrik.esdm.go.id/assets/uploads/download_index/files/

ab04d-road-map-pengembangan-infrastruktur-kendaraan-listrik-pln-.pdf.
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the BEV acceleration program.26 A 
team for Acceleration of State-Owned' 
Enterprises' EV Battery Development 
aiming to optimize the integration of 
state-owned enterprises' resources and 
increase coordination between state-
owned enterprises with members such as 
PLN, Pertamina, and ANTAM was also 
formed.27

Closing
The GoI is on the right track to 

welcome BEVs demand in Indonesia. 
Some legal challenges may arise, which 
require rigorous scrutiny from the GoI 
to ensure smooth BEV development, 
among other things:
• seamless coordination within the 

government is crucial. The BEV 
acceleration program involves 
a variety of ministries and local 
government who has distinct yet 
intertwined roles. Clear and constant 
communication among these 
ministries is necessary to avoid 
contradicting policies and overlapping 
responsibilities.

• land availability to install charging 
and battery exchange facilities. 
Charging facilities are the key to 
promote BEV. Delayed charging 
facility construction due to limited 
land available was a central issue in 
electric car implementation in China.28 
Governments, especially the local 
government, need to provide sufficient 
space in commercial and residential 
areas for charging facilities. Battery 
exchange facilities may require 
smaller space as it is only needed 
to swap and charge the battery, but 

charging facilities require a relatively 
large space for parking space.29 Not 
only do facilities need sufficient land, 
but they also need to be placed in 
strategic locations in a large number to 
beat the growing number of BEV that 
needs charging. This might be hard for 
populated cities such as Jakarta, which 
is one of the main targets for BEV 
development.30

• feasibility of business entities to 
participate in developing SPKLU. 
MEMR 13/2020 stipulates that only 
business entities who hold integrated 
IUPTL or IUPTL for sales and own a 
Business Area can carry out electricity 
sales in an SPKLU.31 In practice, it is 
tough for a business entity to obtain 
a Business Area32 due to the strict 
and specific reasons to obtain such 
Business Area.33 As of 2019, PLN 
still owns 90% of Business Areas in 
Indonesia.34 Both PR 55/2019 and 
MEMR 13/2020 indicate that this is 
possible by allowing both business 
entities and state-owned enterprises to 
develop BEV infrastructures, although 
the implementation of this is still 
unknown.35 Therefore, clarity for the 
intended messages of PR 55/2019 and 
MEMR 13/2020 is needed.

To note as well, there is also a recent 
issuance of Omnibus Law. Omnibus 
Law streamlines all the main licensing 
into one Business License depending 
on the business activity's risk level 
and rating scale. Hence procedures to 
obtain a license for BEV industries 
and infrastructures have to follow the 
Omnibus Law. However, because 

implementing regulations of Omnibus 
Law have not been promulgated, how 
many changes the licensing procedures 
would require are still up in the air.

Although some challenges still 
remain regarding the implementation 
of the regulations, especially licensing, 
that the GoI needs to address to 
ensure a smooth acceleration of BEV 
development properly, the Indonesian 
market, regulations, and various 
stakeholders have shown a positive 
response toward BEV development in 
Indonesia. This hopefully will provide a 
good stimulus for future development of 
the industry in Indonesia. 

This article is intended for providing 
general information on the latest 

legal and/or regulatory issues. We 
have no intention to and do not: (i) 

provide any legal services to, and 
(ii) establish any client-attorney 

relationship with, anyone through 
this article. We do not guarantee 
the completeness of all opinions 
stated in the article and we shall 

not be liable in any way to you for 
using any materials contained in 
the article. If you wish to follow 

up on any legal matter that is being 
discussed in this article, kindly 

contact lawyers that are qualified to 
practice in Indonesia. No one may 

use or reproduce, by any means, any 
media and materials contained in 
this article without prior approval 

from UMBRA - Strategic Legal 
Solutions. By reading this article 

or disclaimer, and/or entering 
into UMBRA’s website, you 

acknowledge and entirely agree with 
the content of this disclaimer.

31  Article 9 MEMR 13/2020.
32  This statement is supported by IESR report that states that one of the reasons small-scale off grid renewable energy is not utilized optimally is because PLN often hampers 

transfer process of its Business Area to IPP, see: Institute for Essential Services Reform, Indonesia Clean Energy Outlook 2020, http://iesr.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/
IESR-ICEO-Presentation.pdf.

33  See Article 3 of MEMR Regulation No. 28 of 2012 as lastly amended by MEMR Regulation No 07 of 2016.
34  Institute for Essential Services Reform, Access to Sustainable Energy for Rural Communities: Status, Challenges, and Opportunities, p. 12, http://iesr.or.id/wp-content/up-

loads/2019/05/Proceeding-PE-11.pdf.
35  Article 23 PR 55/2019.
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